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Abstract

High sampling frequency is not usually available in hos-
pital monitoring systems, what can limit the usefulness of
the data, namely for repolarization measures.

In this work the reliability of beat-to-beat measures us-
ing low sampling frequency is quantified with respect to the
original high sampling rate. ECG recordings originally
at 1000 Hz, including intensive care patients data, were
downsampled to 500 Hz and to 250 Hz. Automatic delin-
eation was applied to extract beat-to-beat intervals. The
reliability was measured considering concordance corre-
lation coefficient (CCC) and intraclass correlation coeffi-
cient (ICC); the Information–based measure of disagree-
ment (IBMD) was used for agreement quantification.

High reliability and low disagreement were generally
found. Using the conventional interpretation excellent
consistency was found at 250 HZ for more than 68%, 50%,
50% and 58% of the cases for RR, RT, QT and QTc, re-
spectively. Results indicate that at 250 Hz RR, RT, QT and
QTc measures are still reliable compared with the values
at 1000 Hz.

1. Introduction

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) plays an impor-
tant role in the human response to various internal and
external stimuli, and its dysfunction may complicate the
clinical course of critically ill (CI) patients. The golden
standard of ANS characterization is heart rate variabil-
ity (HRV) quantification assessed from measures over the
electrocardiogram (ECG). Decreased HRV has been re-
lated with disease severity and outcome in a broad range
of critical illnesses [1]. Dysfunctions of the ANS in CI
patients with Acute Brain Injury (ABI) lead to changes in
HRV accessed from 1000 Hz ECG recordings, which ap-
pear to be particularly marked in patients subsequently de-
clared in Brain Death (BD) [2]. Uncoupling of QT/RR also

measured at 1000 Hz has showed clinical potential in dif-
ferentiating the progression of the disease and the outcome
within children with ABI [3].

High sampling frequency is not usually considered in
hospital monitoring systems, what can limit the usefulness
of the data, namely for repolarization measures. In this
work clinically useful time measures derived from ECG
recordings at different sampling frequencies are compared,
trying to evaluate their consistency and agreement.

The degree of association between two sets of data is
usually evaluated by the correlation coefficient. However,
a correlation coefficient only relies in how two sets of
scores vary together (i.e. proportionally), not the extent
of agreement between them, therefore their values can be
misleading [4]. On the other hand, using the same scale
as the measurements, measures of agreement (A) quantify
how close two measurements made on the same subject
are [5]. The reliability (R) reports the overall consistency
of a measure and evaluates the precision of the measure-
ments in terms of the ability to distinguish between sub-
jects or groups [4, 6]. Nevertheless, the currently used re-
liability indexes, Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient
(CCC) and intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), are also
affected by any disagreement over the measures [7], thus
R and A should be interpreted in a combined manner.

The aim of the present study is to investigate if ECG
measurements are reliable for low sampling frequencies.
In this work, the reliability of RR, RT, QT and QTc beat-to-
beat measures using low sampling frequency were quanti-
fied with respect to the measures at original rate, using the
CCC and ICC, while agreement was accessed using the
Information–based measure of disagreement (IBMD).

2. Data and methods

All the processing and statistical analysis was performed
using the MATLAB language.
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2.1. Databases

The PTB diagnostic ECG database (PTBDB) [8, 9],
available at www.physionet.org consists in 549
records from 294 subjects. Each record contains the stan-
dard 12–lead ECG and the simultaneously recorded 3
Frank lead ECG. The signals are originally sampled at
1000 Hz, with a resolution of 0.5 µV and have variable
duration (minimum 30 sec, typically around 2 min). The
database includes 54 healthy controls as well as patients
with different pathologies, mainly cardiac related.

A second dataset consists on 12 lead 1000 Hz Holter
recordings acquired with Mortara H12+, from 26 pedi-
atric patients (age < 18) with ABI admitted in the Pedi-
atric Intensive Care Unit of Centro Hospitalar São João.
The patients are part of a database (PICUDB) collected be-
tween 2006 and 2014, obtained under informed consent, in
a project approved by the respective ethic commission and
by the Portuguese data protection authority. From those 26
patients, BD has been confirmed, during the recording or at
a latter moment by the usual protocol, for 11 patients, cor-
responding to 23 recordings; other 2 died during the first
recording and 13 patients (28 recordings) survived. The
first hour of each of the 53 recordings was considered in
this study in a total of 53 hours. The typically recorded
lead in monitoring systems, Lead II, was used.

2.2. Time series extraction

The original 1000 Hz signals in both databases were
downsampled to 500 Hz and 250 Hz. A multiscale
wavelet-based ECG delineator previously developed and
validated [10] was used. In this method, a discrete wavelet
transform is applied producing coefficients proportional
to the derivative of the ECG signal smoothed at different
scales. The algorithm then searches local extrema of the
differentiated signals detecting and classifying the relevant
slopes at different scales, according to the different
spectral content of each ECG wave (e.g. for QRS complex
and T wave). A multiscale threshold approach is used to
locate the waveform limits.

For PTBDB each ECG lead was automatically delin-
eated to obtain single lead based annotations (SL) for
each sampling frequency considered. Multilead based
annotations were obtained from leads I, III, V1-V6 as the
median mark of the 8 SL annotators for the R peak, while
for QRS onset [T end] the boundary is assumed as the first
[last] SL based location with 2 other SL locations within
6 ms [12 ms] tolerance [10]. Lead II of PICUDB Holter
signals for each sampling frequency considered was also
automatically delineated using he strategy in [10]. The
RR intervals for each beat were calculated considering
the time intervals between the dominant QRS main wave
(QRSp) in the file, RT values were taken as the time

intervals from QRSp and T wave peak and QT values were
taken as the time intervals from QRS complex onset and T
wave end. The RR and QT time series were aligned across
the sampling rates to ensure that the measures with respect
to the same beat are compared and QTc was obtained from
Bazzett correction formula as QTc = QT/

√
RR.

2.3. Reliability estimation methods

In this work, the reliability (R) is measured considering
Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) and
intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC).

Let Xi (x1, ..., xn) and Yi (y1, ..., yn) be the values
obtained by the two methods in ith subject with means
µX and µY , variances σ2

X and σ2
Y and covariance σY X .

The Lin concordance correlation coefficient is defined by
equation (1), combining measures of both precision and
accuracy to determine how far the observed data deviate
from the line of perfect concordance line at 45◦ on a
square axis scatter plot.

CCC =
2σY X

(µY − µX)2 + σ2
Y + σ2

X

(1)

Alternatively, R can be quantified as a measure of the
amount of the total variance attributable to true differences
and expressed as the ratio of true score variance to total
variance. According to [6], the intraclass correlation coef-
ficient (ICC), in the case in which each subject is evaluated
by each method, is defined by equation (2), where Vtrue
(true variance) and Vtotal (total variance) are considered as
usually in ANOVA and summarized in Table 1.

ICC =
Vtrue

Vtotal
(2)

Table 1. ICC from Two–way ANOVA: F values are the
variance ratio distributions, for mean square (MS) due to
patients (MSP) or to methods (MSR) or to error (MSE). Vf
stands for the variance associated to the factor f.

Source Variance F-ratio ICC
Patients/beats Vpatients

MSP
MSE =

Vpatients

Verror
ICC = Vtrue

Vtotal

Methods Vmethods
MSR
MSE = Vmethods

Verror

Interaction Vtrue
MSI
MSE = Vtrue

Verror

Error Verror
Total Vtotal

The indexes CCC and ICC are interpreted as absolute
correlation coefficients, ranging from 0 (no agreement) to
1 (perfect agreement). Since it’s not established which one
is the best, we use both coefficients in this work. In addi-
tion, the ICC has the advantage of adapting to the case in
which each beat (subject) is evaluated by each method [6].
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A new information-based measure of disagreement
(IBMD) was proposed in [7] to cope with the fact that no
available strategy allowed to compare the degree of agree-
ment, without the influence of the reliability. This ap-
proach provides a method based on Shannon’s entropy to
compare the degree of disagreement among different pop-
ulations, as it is here the case by considering several sam-
pling frequencies. The information based measure of dis-
agreement (IBMD) between non-negative measurements
obtained by the methods Y and X, is defined as:

IBMD =
1

n

n∑
i=1

log2

(
|xi − yi|

max{xi, yi}
+ 1

)
(3)

with the convention |0−0|
max{0,0} = 0.

This coefficient equals 0 when the observers agree (no dis-
agreement), ie when xi = yi. In this case there is no infor-
mation in the differences between methods X and Y. The
more the measurements from X and Y disagree, the more
the amount of information in the differences between ob-
servers increases, thus IBMD increases towards to 1. The
agreement (A) can be quantified as A = 1− IBMD.

3. Results and discussion

Reliability (R) and agreement (A) were evaluated over
PTBDB 549 recordings considering the mean intervals per
file in Lead II (M), one normal beat per recording for each
of the 15 leads (SL) and for the multilead based intervals
(SLR); over 53 PICUDB 1–hour recordings for 50 random
selected beats (G0), considering together all 50 beats*53
recordings (G1) and one arbitrary beat per file (G2).

The conventional interpretation was used: Excellent
(R> 0.9, A> 0.9), Good (R> 0.7) and Poor (otherwise).
For each time series studied and sampling rate value were
performed 72 estimations: 15SL+SLR+M+53N+G1+G2
(for N files in G0). Regarding CCC and ICC the results are
summarized in Table 2 for all data. Since CCC and ICC
quantify the same, we obtained the expected concordance
and equivalent results were found for more than 97% of the
comparisons, with lower R by ICC. According to ICC, ex-
cellent reliability was found at 500 HZ for 83% , 79%, 81%
and 78% of the cases for RR, RT, QT and QTc, respec-
tively, with slightly lower results at 250 HZ: 68% , 50%,
50% and 58%. With respect to agreement, IBMD< 0.1
(excellent) was found in all PTBDB and PICUDB cases,
except at 2 PICUDB cases for RT, QT and QTc. Thus, in
spite that both R indexes quantifying reliability affected by
agreement, any reductions should be explained by lower
reliability and not by agreement changes, since the agree-
ment keeps high. The high reliability, low disagreement
and high CCC vs ICC equivalence are well illustrated by
the distributions of the indexes across all beats considered

Table 2. Summary of results for CCC and ICC: E, G and P
stand, respectively for Excellent (R> 0.9), Good (R> 0.7)
and Poor (otherwise); N stands for PICUDB files in G0.

PTBDB
500Hz RR RT QT QTc

E M, 11SL,SLR M, 15SL, SLR M, 15SL, SLR M, 15SL, SLR
G 4 SL - - -
P - - - -

PTBDB
250Hz RR RT QT QTc

E 8SL M, 8SL, SLR M, 13SL, SLR SLR, 13SL
G M, 7SL, SLR 7SL 2SL M, 2SL
P - - - -

PICUDB
500Hz RR RT QT QTc

E 45N, G1–2 40N 41N 39N
G 3N 9N, G1–2 8N, G1–2 9N, G1–2
P 5N 4N 4N 5N

PICUDB
250Hz RR RT QT QTc

E 39N, G1–2 26N 19N, G1–2 27N, G2
G 8N 16N, G1–2 20N 16N, G1
P 6N 11N 14N 10N

Figure 1. Boxplots with results for beats from all 53 pa-
tients (G1): Reliability and disagreement (IBMD) for RR,
RT, QT and QTc series, Excellent (R,A> 0.9) in darker
green, Good (R> 0.7) in lighter green.

from PICUDB (G1) presented in Figure 1, with shaded ar-
eas limiting the values for interpretation.

As expected, reliability is slightly lower at 250 Hz
than at 500 Hz. Strange results were found for G1-2, with
higher R values for QT and QTc at 250 Hz than at 500
Hz. This can be due to the high fitting of the delineation
method for T wave end detection at 250 Hz, while at 500
Hz, adapted filters are used [10]. Nevertheless, this is not
the case in the majority of the comparisons by recording,
thus should not represent an advantage for the clinical anal-
ysis. The very good T wave delineation can also explain
the small reliability differences between RT and QT, with
even better results for QT for G1–2 at 250 Hz (Table 2).
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In general the low disagreement and high reliability
found between the time series measures at 1000 Hz and
lower sampling frequencies indicate that the measurements
can still accurately taken, even when ECG of high resolu-
tion is not available. An overestimation of the QT interval
when decreasing the sampling rate below 300 Hz was de-
scribed by Risk et al [11]. In that work the effect of the
sampling rate was modeled as an exponential decay func-
tion and the lower sampling frequency lower limit taken as
the point in which the model reaches the asymptotic value.
Values of 290 Hz and 303 Hz were reported respectively
for QT and QTc. As in [11] a dedicated unvalidated strat-
egy was used to delineate and measure RR and QT inter-
vals, we assume that delineation errors could have reduced
the performance at lower sampling frequencies. Moreover,
their conclusions were based in the assumption of a decay-
ing model and no statistical comparison was performed.
On the other hand, at the present study, we used a previ-
ously validated delineation system that presented good per-
formance for QT measuring [12] and investigated if ECG
measurements are still reliable for low sampling frequency
using well established reliability indexes.

4. Conclusions

Our main goal was to study the reliability of the RR,
RT, QT and QTc beat-to-beat measures using low sam-
pling frequency, tipically available at bedside monitoring
systems. The statistical equivalence was evaluated using
both reliability and agreement indexes, through CCC, ICC
and IBMD. Results indicated that even at the lowest sam-
pling rate 250 Hz, all time interval series are still reliable
compared with the values at 1000 Hz, with small measure-
ment errors in comparison to the true differences between
subjects. Therefore low sampling frequency ECG derived
intervals can be considered consistent and used as reliable.
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